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“Global vision” and “facing the world” are 
stressed in the “Outline of China's National plan 
for medium and long-term education reform and 
development 2010-2020”. English curriculum 
standards show that the eighth level of the goal 
of culture awareness is to develop global 
awareness through learning English and world 
culture. However, the concept of global 
awareness has not been very well explained and 
explored in China. Little prior empirical 
research has addressed the extent of 
intercultural teaching and global teaching. 
Drawing on this background, I conducted a 
qualitative case study to explore the perception 
on the concept of ‘global awareness’ for EFL 
teachers at one senior high school in Henan 
province in China. The research question is: How 
do high school EFL teachers conceptualize the 
concept “global awareness” in English teaching?

Procedures

I went to China for six months. I used interviews 
and focus groups to collect the data. A 
purposeful sampling procedure was used 
(Creswell, 2011). I chose extreme case sampling, 
a form of purposeful sampling in which you 
study an outlier case or one that displays 
extreme characteristics (Creswell, 2011, p. 
209). I selected 17 EFL teachers depending on 
their availability and voluntary participation. 
The high school is one of the best high schools in 
Henan province, and it has an international 
program. There were a total of 24 English 
teachers; about 8 teachers for each grade. 
Among the 17 that I interviewed and observed, 

14 were female and 3 male. Their teaching 
experience varied and each of them had at least 
a bachelor’s degree. The high school has15 
classes for each grade, every class has about 60 
students. Each teacher interview was between 
40 and 60 minutes. The interviews were 
recorded by IC recorder and video camera with 
the permission of the teachers. The recordings 
were transcribed into computer files, and the 
interviews were translated into English. I used 
grounded theory to try to build up the theory 
from the teachers’ own voice and ideas from 
their real lives. I coded the interview data using 
NVivo8 qualitative software into different 
categories. 

Findings

The interview question I asked to the teachers
was: How do you define global awareness? I
found three core elements of global awareness:
knowledge, skills, and attitudes. In the literature
on global awareness, most models use similar
categories such as knowledge, skills, action,
attitudes and values. In order to analysis the
teachers’ definitions, I used Vygostsky’s theory of
everyday and scientific concepts (Vygotsky
1986). Scientific concepts can be defined as
“systematic principles consciously applied to
understanding diverse phenomena” (Swain,
Kinnear, & Steinman, 2011, p. 152), and
everyday or spontaneous concepts “are not
systematic or have a very limited
‘system’” (ibid. p.150). So the three components
of a scientific concept are that it is 1) conscious
(or consciously applied), 2) systematic, and 3)
“not bound to a context” (ibid. p.52). While the
individual teachers each displayed basic
everyday concepts for global awareness, I
discovered that by combining their
understandings into systematic categories, they
had relatively the same scientific concepts as
presented in the literature. However, none of
them alone had a systematic, generalized, and
conscious concept. Below I look at the three core
elements of globalization and provide examples
from the data.
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Skills

The skills include critical thinking, 
communication, language skills, self-cultivation, 
and learning skills. The following are a few 
random examples that were mentioned by many 
teachers:

 “The world is a big family. We cannot 
 always stay at home; we should go outside 
 and communicate with others. The 
 communication is between different 
 countries, neighbors, and 
 colleagues” (Teacher 5).

 “From the micro perspective, I think it is 
 same as Confucian personality ideality 
 “Upright Heart, Self-cultivation, Family 
 Harmony, State Governing and world 
 Peace". They are same thing” (Teacher 
 17).

We should notice that critical thinking is an 
importance concept here. Teachers give the 
everyday concept: “You can understand yourself 
better through leaning from others”. These 
examples from the teachers make it clear that 
“communication” is a very important skill to 
promote global awareness. The teachers think it 
is necessary to communicate with other 
countries’ people. It is very clear that teachers 
described self-cultivation as one skill of global 
awareness. As a scientific concept, self-
cultivation is one core concept of Confucian 
personal ideality which has influenced Chinese 
culture for two thousand years. Teacher 17 
described the scientific concept of self-

cultivation; teacher 5 described it through 
everyday concept. 

Attitudes

The last category is defined as attitude which 
includes responsibility, tolerance, openness, 
justice and respect. Some examples for the 
categories are:

“In my opinion, from macro perspective, 
global awareness is to develop students’ 
international views, so they have tolerance 
to see the world, they can understand many 
things, they are not prejudice, they cannot 
think which culture is good or bad, they 
should think every culture has its advantage 
and disadvantage, they can learn from other 
cultures” (Teacher 17).

 “We need to educate responsible students 
and citizens. They should have responsibility 
for themselves, community and society no 
matter whether they are Chinese citizens or 
global citizens” (Teacher 17).

A close look at these examples will reveal that 
tolerance and respect are explained by the 
teachers. They not only talked about their 
scientific concept, they too give some detailed 
reasons to explain their everyday concepts. 
Respect is to treat other cultures and cultural 
diversity equally, and not to value other cultures 
with prejudice. The teachers stressed again that 
the students should have openness to the world 
and to people from other cultures, withholding 

Figure1 teachers’ conception of global awareness
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judgment. Again, responsibility as a 
scientific concept was emphasized. The 
teachers hoped their students to be both 
responsible Chinese citizens and global 
citizens. 
Based on the analysis of the above three 
categories of teachers’ concept, we can see 
a framework of teachers’ beliefs of the 
concept of global awareness.  

Discussion

It was very difficult for teachers to define 
the concept of global awareness. Most 
teachers said they could not give a clear 
definition of the concept of global 
awareness. They described it with one or 
two elements and some examples. The 
teachers used everyday concepts to 
describe global awareness from their 
teaching experiences and professional 
knowledge. Figure 1 captures all the 
teachers’ collective wisdoms into one 
framework (James Surowiecki, 2005). The 
framework as a whole is systematic and 
generalizable, and thus a scientific concept 
when it is made conscious to others (Swain, 
et.al. 2011, p. 51).

Based on the review of global awareness 
research, I found most of the frameworks or 
theories have similar categories. Most of 
them mentioned some common elements: 
global knowledge, global issues, and foreign 
language. But my finding of the framework 
does not include behavior or action. The 
framework includes knowledge, skills and 
attitude. It is similar with most models’ 
categories. Spitzberg and Changnon (2009) 
state that the theories and models of 
intercultural competence display both 
considerable similarity in their broad 
brushstrokes (e.g., motivation, knowledge, 
skills, context, outcomes) and yet extensive 
diversity at the level of specific conceptual 
subcomponents. My high school group of 
teachers produced as a scientific concept as 
a group (Figure 1) through their everyday 
concepts. This framework could be given 

back to teachers and used to guide the 
curriculum and teaching and in a more 
comprehensive way.  
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